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Between the years of 1997 and 1999, a bunch of arrowheads were brought to light at an
archeological excavation in Csabdi-Vasztelypuszta, Fejer County, Hungary. These arrowheads
-dated to the 13th century- are of two different shapes, the leaf ones and the diamond-
shaped cross-sectioned ones. The general condition of the arrowheads shows diverse rates
of corrosion. Prior to our analysis, some of the arrowheads were already restored.

We decided to analyze the surface-compounds with Energy-Disperse Analyzer X-ray
(EDAX), a non-destructive method. The surface-analysis pointed out that the arrowheads
contain 5-20% copper and somewhat less zinc at surface-level. These are sur-prising results
since iron is commonly-known not alloyable with copper. We continued our analysis
therefore concentrating on this very phenomenon. Confirming us was the fact that finding
#5 was in an extraordinary good shape and was seemingly fit up with a copper coating.

We have taken a few milligrams of samples of the inside of each critical arrowhead
for further examinations. These samples were again analyzed with EDAX and, in
addition, the quantity of main components was measured with Inductive-Coupled
Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES). The repeated measurements showed
that there is no copper, neither zinc inside of any of the arrowheads -they are basically
made of pure iron. We examined the alloying components of iron with ICP-OES.

From these results the only two possible conclusions are that the arrowheads were
either sunk into hot-melted brass or were coated with thin brass plates. In any case,
the applied procedure made them corrosion-resisting for more than 700 years now...
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PROVENANCE OF COPPER ARTIFACTS: TOWARD A REHABILITATION
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Since the 70s provenance studies of protohistoric copper alloys based on trace element
analysis have been severely criticised and therefore progressively abandoned, since
relating a metal artifact to an ore deposit through its composition has proved to be
quite complex. The analysis of protohistoric copper-based alloys is now restricted to
building compositional groups, leaving provenance studies -and their endemic
complexity- to lead isotopic ratio measurements. However trace element analysis appears
to be much underexploited: only a restricted number of chemical elements is systematically
sought, leaving aside a lot of more specific geochemical markers although already
observed in measurable quantities in protohistoric copper-based alloys. Our work
consisted firstly in extracting from both the geochemical and the archaeometallurgical
literatures the relevant chemical elements: we focused on the geochemical markers which
discriminate between the different types of copper ores paragenesis, and we selected


